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Reflectance anisotropy spectroscopy ~RAS! has been used to investigate the As/P exchange reaction

for group V stabilized InP~001! surfaces exposed to As2 and/or P2, under molecular beam epitaxy

conditions. By comparing RAS spectra taken before, during, and after As2 exposure it is possible to

confirm that the As/P exchange reaction is exactly reversible over a range of temperatures from 420

to 560 °C. Time-resolved RAS measurements of the reaction rate, monitored at an energy of 2.65

eV, indicate that the activation energy for the exchange is 1.2360.05 eV. © 1997 American

Institute of Physics. @S0003-6951~97!02511-4#

The exchange of group V atoms on the surface of a

III–V semiconductor can affect both the interface properties

and thickness of quantum structures. In molecular beam ep-

itaxy ~MBE!, the desorption of the surface oxide from InP

substrates is often carried out under a stabilizing As flux in

order to avoid the use of phosphorus.1 Oxide removal under

As stabilization of the InP surface results in the exchange of

P for As atoms, leading to the formation of a thin pseudo-

morphic InAs layer on the InP surface.2,3 The structural

properties of such InAs layers have been investigated in

some detail,3 with a consensus being reached that the InAs

surface layer invariably stabilizes at around two monolayers

thickness, with very little As incorporation beyond the sec-

ond monolayer from the surface. Moreover, the InAs/InP in-

terface thus formed is of sufficient quality to allow efficient

carrier capture and radiative recombination within the InAs/

InP surface quantum well.4 Hence, the exposure of the InP

surface to an As flux suggests itself as an appropriate system

with which to study the kinetics of the As/P exchange reac-

tion.

In situ optical probes have been used recently to inves-

tigate the kinetics of As/P exchange on InP~001!,5 and P/As

exchange on GaAs~001!,6 under metalorganic chemical va-

por deposition ~MOVPE! conditions; as well as As capture

by InP~001! surfaces under chemical beam epitaxy con-

ditions.7 In the first case,5 surface photoabsorption ~SPA! at

470 nm was used to monitor the change in surface reflectiv-

ity on exposure of the InP~001! surface to AsH3. An activa-

tion energy of 1.26 eV was obtained for As/P exchange

based on various assumptions, including the fact that only a

single monolayer is affected by the exchange process. In

addition to being limited to a fixed wavelength, it has been

noted6 that this study was performed on the group III termi-

nated ~In! surface, a somewhat unusual condition for conven-

tional epitaxial growth. In the second case, reflectance an-

isotropy spectroscopy ~RAS! was used6 to measure the

temperature and pressure dependence of P/As exchange for

GaAs~001! exposed to PH3. In this case, the activation en-

ergy for P/As exchange was determined to be 1.64 eV using

the time-resolved RAS response at 2.5 eV.

The sensitivity of the RAS technique to both the orien-

tation and type of surface dimer species has been well illus-

trated by studies of both GaAs~001! surface reconstructions,8

and the deposition of submonolayer coverages of Si on the

GaAs~001!–c~434! surface.9 Furthermore, the quantitative

abilities of RAS have also been demonstrated recently during

H desorption studies from vicinal Si~001! surfaces.10 In this

letter we present RAS data for P-stabilized InP~001! surfaces

exposed to As. By comparing spectra taken before, during,

and after As exposure it is possible to determine the extent to

which the As/P exchange reaction is reversible. Also, mea-

suring the time taken for the surface to convert from being P

to As terminated upon As exposure, as a function of tem-

perature, allows an activation energy to be extracted for the

As/P exchange reaction.

All processes took place on InP~001! on-axis substrates

within a VG Semicon V80H MBE reactor. Solid sources

were used for In, cracked As (As2) and cracked P (P2). The

in-house constructed RAS system, based upon a design due

to Aspnes et al.,11 was positioned at a strain-free pyrometer

viewport situated on the MBE reactor growth chamber. The

RAS system, which has a working spectral range from 1.5 to

5.5 eV, measures the difference (Dr) between the aniso-

tropic complex reflectance (r) along the @2110# and @110#
crystallographic axes within the ~001! surface plane, normal-

ized to the mean reflectance ( r̄):

Dr

r̄
52

r @ 1̄ 10#2r @110#

r @ 1̄ 10#1r @110#

.

Only the real part of the RAS signal was investigated, since

even small residual strain effects, associated with the pyrom-

eter viewport, significantly affect the imaginary component

of the RAS signature.

Following thermal desorption of the surface oxide under

a P2 pressure of 3.531026 mbar, a 0.5 mm InP buffer was

grown at 510 °C. RAS spectra were subsequently acquired

for static ~i.e., no growth! surfaces before, during, and after

As2 exposure, in the presence of the P2 flux. RAS transients,

monitored at an energy of 2.65 eV ~peak energy of a featurea!Electronic mail: spxzs1@cf.ac.uk
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related to surface As–As bonds! were also recorded during

the initial exposure and final removal of the As2 flux.

Figure 1 displays the RAS spectra obtained at 510 °C

before, during, and after exposure of the InP~001! surface to

a 4.631026 mbar As2 flux. Sufficient time was allowed ~;3

min! for the surface to stabilize, in each case. The peak lo-

cated at 2.65 eV for the clean InP surface remains at approxi-

mately the same energy following As2 exposure, rather than

shifting to 2.3 eV, the energy characteristic of bulk InAs.

This behavior is fully consistent with the formation of a very

thin InAs layer, pseudomorphically matched to the InP sub-

strate, and similar spectra have also been observed for thin

InAs layers ~,10 ML! grown on InP~001!.12 The overall

similarity in shape between the RAS spectra for the clean,

and As-exposed, InP surfaces indicates that the surface sym-

metry remains essentially unaltered during the exchange pro-

cess. This observation has been verified by simultaneous

RHEED measurements, taken during As2 exposure, which

reveal that the reconstruction is ~234!. By performing sepa-

rate measurements, using incrementally larger As2 fluxes, it

has been possible to establish that exposure to an As2 flux of

4.631026 mbar provides the greatest change in RAS re-

sponse, at this temperature. In this respect, it will be referred

to subsequently as the ‘‘optimal’’ flux.

Since the largest spectral change following As2 exposure

occurs around 2.65 eV, the energy characteristic of surface

dimer species, this energy has been used to monitor the tem-

poral behavior during the As/P exchange process. The inset

to Fig. 1 shows a time-resolved measurement of the RAS

intensity at 2.65 eV before, during, and after As2 exposure.

In addition to the transients obtained at the start and end of

As2 supply to the surface, it can be seen that the signal also

decreases when the P2 flux is turned off. Similar behavior

can also be obtained, in the presence of P2, by increasing the

As2 flux above the ‘‘optimal’’ level of 4.631026 mbar de-

scribed previously. This indicates a complicated dependence

on the total group V flux, a matter which will be dealt with in

more detail elsewhere.12

Figure 2 contains similar sequences of spectra obtained

at temperatures of ~a! 530 °C and ~b! 420 °C, with ‘‘opti-

mal’’ As2 fluxes of 1.231025 and 2.831026 mbar, respec-

tively. The InP~001! reconstruction for the clean, P stabilized

surface was found to alter from ~234! at 530 °C to ~232! at

420 °C. The data in Fig. 2 show clearly that the As/P ex-

change reaction is fully reversible over a range of tempera-

tures from 420 to 530 °C. In fact, RAS measurements per-

formed at temperatures as high as 560 °C show a similar

degree of reproducibility between the spectrum obtained for

the clean InP~001! surface and the spectrum following appli-

cation and removal of the As2 flux. However, at this elevated

temperature it has not been possible to supply enough As2 to

saturate the spectral change observed for the As-exposed sur-

face. This is probably due to the high evaporation rate for As

from the surface at 560 °C.

RAS transients, monitored at an energy of 2.65 eV dur-

ing As2 exposure, have been acquired over the entire tem-

perature range studied. The time taken for the change in

intensity to reach 95% of its maximum value has been deter-

mined, and the reaction rate has been defined as the recipro-

cal of this quantity. Figure 3 shows an Arrhenius plot of the

natural logarithm of the reaction rate versus reciprocal tem-

perature. The activation energy for As/P exchange on

InP~001! obtained in this manner is 1.2360.05 eV. This can

be compared directly with a value of 1.26 eV obtained from

SPA measurements on the In-rich InP surface, using a much

narrower range of temperatures from 370 to 400 °C, under

MOVPE conditions.5

In conclusion, RAS measurements have been used to

investigate the As/P exchange process on InP~001! surfaces

exposed to an As2 flux, under MBE conditions. This system

is ideally suited to a study of the As/P exchange process,

since it is known to provide a thin overlayer ~;2 ML! of

InAs on InP. While a previous study5 using MOVPE condi-

FIG. 1. RAS spectra measured at 510 °C for InP~001! before ~d!, during

~j!, and after ~,! exposure to an As2 flux of 4.631026 mbar. The inset

shows a time-resolved measurement performed at 2.65 eV during a similar

sequence.

FIG. 2. RAS spectra measured at ~a! 530 °C, and ~b! 420 °C, for InP~001!

before ~d!, during ~j!, and after ~,! exposure to As2 fluxes of 1.2

31025 and 2.831026 mbar, respectively. The horizontal lines indicate the

corresponding ‘‘zero’’ levels for the two sets of spectra.
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tions only measured the reflectivity change during the ex-

change process at a fixed wavelength, we have been careful

to compare the RAS spectra before, during, and after As2

exposure. In this way, it is possible to confirm that the As/P

exchange reaction is exactly reversible over a range of tem-

peratures from 420 to 560 °C, in a MBE environment. RAS

transients measured at an energy of 2.65 eV allow an activa-

tion energy of 1.2360.05 eV to be determined for As/P ex-

change on InP~001! surfaces, under these conditions.
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FIG. 3. Natural logarithm of the rate constant for As/P exchange @as deter-

mined from the RAS transients on As exposure to InP~001!# vs reciprocal

temperature.
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